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Today problems exist with how the leases are recognized in public companies that uses the 

IFRS. The liability to make lease payments is not recognized as a liability in the balance sheet 

even though it should according to the current lease accounting standard. There are two 

different classifications of leases, financial and operational, where the latter means that the 

liability to make lease payment does not end up in the balance sheet. Today many lease 

contracts are tailored to be classified as operational to avoid the liability on the balance sheet. 

The problem described above has for long been known and the international accounting 

organisations, IASB and FASB, have been working on a solution to the problem for many years. 

The project’s completion in form of a new standard has been postponed several times and it is 

currently scheduled for the earliest to entry into service during 2013. 

This thesis aims at investigating the IASB’s and FASB’s joint project to solve the lease 

accounting problem and its effects on the Swedish commercial real estate market. 

The approach adopted in this thesis is to examine the available literature about the problem 

and the project and to conduct interviews with expert in the field and possible future 

stakeholder that will be affected. 

The conclusions of the thesis are that the effects due to the project will mainly be for the 

lessee and then indirectly for the lessor. The lessees will try to find solutions like shorter leases 

to avoid the biggest effects of the new standard but to what extent they will avoid these 

remains uncertain. The lessor will most likely see a higher demand for shorter leases that will 

increase the risk in the lessors business. This will probably cause higher rental prices for listed 

companies.   
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Idag finns det problem med hur hyreskontrakt redovisas i noterade bolag som följer IFRS. 

Åtagandet att betala hyran av till exempel ett kontor tas inte upp som en belastning i 

balansräkningen även då dagens regler uppmanar att detta skall göras. Det finns två olika 

klassificeringar för att redovisa hyreskontrakt, finansiellt- och operationellt-hyreskontrakt, där 

det operationella innebär att åtagandet inte belastar balansräkningen. Idag skräddarsys många 

hyreskontrakt för att klassificeras som operationellt och på så sätt inte belasta 

balansräkningen.  

Det ovan beskrivna problemet är sedan länge känt och de internationella 

redovisningsorganisationerna IASB och FASB har arbetat med en lösning på problemet i ett 

flertal år. Projektets färdigställande i form av en ny standard har skjutits upp ett flertal gånger 

och den är idag planerad att tidigast tas i bruk under 2013. 

Detta examensarbete syftar till att undersöka IASBs och FASBs projekt med uppgift att lösa 

detta problem och dess effekter på den svenska kommersiella fastighetsmarknaden. 

Tillvägagångsättet i arbetet har varit att undersöka den litteratur som finns om projektet samt 

att utföra intervjuer med experter på området samt framtida eventuellt berörda aktörer.   

Slutsatsen av examensarbetet är att effekterna främst kommer drabba hyresgästerna och 

sedan indirekt fastighetsägarna. Hyrestagarna kommer primärt att försöka hitta lösningar som 

kortare hyreskontrakt för att undvika de största konsekvenserna av standardändringen. Till 

vilken utsträckning de är villiga att undvika dem är dock oklart. Hyresgivaren kommer troligen 

att se en ökad efterfrågan av kortare hyreskontrakt och således en ökad risk i deras affär. 

Detta kommer i sin tur leda till ett ökat pris på hyresobjekt för noterade hyrestagare. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 
The lease accounting model has despite criticism more or less been the same for over 30 years 

but now a change is on its way (PWC, 2011). A recent change from IASB, that is short for the 

International Accounting Standards Board, that affected the real estate business is the fair 

value method that has changed the way of how to treat the value of owned real estate. This 

thesis treats what is likely to be the next big change that will affect the real estate business but 

probably also every company with lease contracts. The change is about how lease accounting 

should be handled according to the new IFRS project. IFRS is short for the International 

Financial Reporting Standard.   

An exposure draft was released in August 2010 on how the leases were going to be handled in 

accounting. There are two ways to book the leases, as operational or financial. A financial lease 

must be accounted as a debt in the balance sheet whilst the operating lease does not. The 

reason for the lease accounting project is in short that the same kind of lease was handled 

differently because of tailor made contracts so that companies could account for these leases 

the way that suited them the best (Nordlund, 2011).  

1.2. Commissioner and assignment 
In the summer of 2011 I was working for NCC Property Development AB and thanks to the 

regional manager Fredrik Hemborg I got in contact with this issue. How the lease accounting 

should be handled according to new standard from IASB is a concern for the whole real estate 

industry that is using IFRS as accounting standard. For companies in Sweden it is foremost a 

concern for the ones that have leases and are listed but it could affect the whole real estate 

market.  

NCC Property Development AB is a real estate development company that could indirectly be 

affected through tenants and investors that are using IFRS. Knowledge in the issue can be used 

to provide information and therefor security for the customers and also for NCC Property 

Development AB themselves. 

1.3. Purpose & research question 
The purpose is to examine what the effects are on the Swedish commercial real estate market 

if more strict guidelines considering lease accounting would take effect. Both the effects for 

the lessor and the lessee were investigated. How the lessee acts concerning contract lengths 

and options to lengthen the lease contract where looked into. These factors will cause changes 

for the lessor that will have to meet the new demand from the lessee.  

The research question is: 

How will the new IFRS lease accounting project affect the Swedish commercial real estate 

market? 

1.4. Limitations  
The primary market that will be looked into is Sweden’s commercial real estate market and 

how listed tenants, investors and property owners are going to be affected by the standard 
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that most probably will be issued by IASB under 2012 (IASB, 2011a). The definition of the 

commercial real estate market is in this thesis the commercial non-housing market. Because 

the second exposure draft will be issued during 2012 the analysis will mainly be done on the 

first exposure draft that was released in 2010 and also what is expected of the second 

exposure draft. Investors in the Swedish real estate market are mainly companies and trusts 

from Sweden, Norway, Holland and Germany. But due to the limited timespan for the thesis 

only stakeholders on the Swedish market will be interviewed.     

The standard that will take effect, earliest during 2013, is under construction and therefor, as 

stated above, the analysis will be made on what is likely to be the final standard. 

A limitation in the research is that when having interviews with audit firms limited answers will 

be given because things that will be treated in this report is partly what the accounting firms 

sell information and give advices about. So it is expected that a lack of information will be 

given if any.     

The collection of new data through literature for this research was ended by the end of 2011, 

so that focus could be shifted towards the analysis rather than collecting more data. 

1.5. Disposition 
Chapter 1 

Chapter 1 explains the background, purpose and limitations with the thesis. It provides the 

general and basic knowledge to help the reader understand the issues with a new lease 

accounting regulation. 

Chapter 2 

In chapter 2 the methodology is presented, it explains the approach to the problem so that this 

study more easily can be controlled and recreated. Also the procedure to choose persons for 

the interviews is described. 

Chapter 3 

The IFRS in general is presented in this chapter. It contains facts about IFRS and how they 

conduct their work. There is an explanation about their process of creating the standard. Also 

US GAAP is introduced to the reader, a system that is used in American. 

Chapter 4 

In this chapter the treatment of lease accounting in IFRS and US GAAP is explained. For 

example the process of the exposure draft concerning lease accounting and the withdrawal of 

the same is explained.  

Chapter 5  

Chapter 5 focuses on how the key figures will be affected by the lease accounting project. The 

changes in the key figures will be illustrated with three examples.  
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Chapter 6 - 12 

Chapter 6 to 12 treats different issues in the proposed exposure draft and how they have 

developed and what most likely will happen. The chapters first have an introduction that 

presents the subject and then a text that describes what has been said about the issue in the 

literature. After this a section with results from interviews about the subject and finally an 

analysis part with the writer’s thoughts and comments.  

Chapter 13 

This chapter looks into aspects like how companies work with the issue of lease accounting 

and some effects caused by the project. Much of the facts in this chapter are based on the 

knowledge retrieved during interviews. The purpose with the chapter is to get an idea on how 

prepared the market are and also how the market might respond. 

Chapter 14 

Chapter 14 analyses the lease accounting project and its effects. It is a mix between the 

analyses done in chapters 6 to 12 but incorporates chapter 13 as well. 

Chapter 15 

The conclusions and a summary of the issue are provided for the reader in this chapter. The 

purpose of this is to connect the different parts of the thesis and to provide a short 

explanation of the consequences. 
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2. Methodology    
This chapter describes the methodology, the guidelines used in the thesis to investigate the 

research question. The methodology chapter also contains information on how the work was 

conducted with finding information and also how it has been used concerning source criticism. 

2.1. Method 
The complexity of the issue calls for a general understanding in lease accounting. Therefor the 

methodology in this thesis can be divided into different parts, one literature review that 

contains of two parts, one for general knowledge of the subject and one more advanced that 

focuses on different issues. The method for the interviews worked in the same way. The first 

round of interviews are more basic with the purpose to get an understanding in what topics 

are the most interesting for the market. After that a second round of interviews was held to 

generate an understanding about these topics. The first part can be seen in chapters 3 to 4 and 

the second in chapters 6 to 13. 

This method is qualitative and this can be seen in the open nature of the questions in the 

interviews. The interviews in the second round are deeper and have more the nature of a 

discussion.   

The thesis focuses on the Swedish commercial real estate markets view of the new lease 

project and this focus have been kept in mind throughout the literature review and interviews. 

The interviews were held with persons in charge of accounting at big listed companies in 

Sweden and also persons in the Näringslivets Redovisningsgrupp, NRG.  

The NRG is a reference group to the Confederation of Swedish Enterprise (Bäckström, 2012). 

The network contains of 45 representatives from big non-listed companies, listed companies 

and auditing experts from the big auditing firms. The purpose of the group is networking, 

anticipation of future accounting changes, influence and support to the Confederation of 

Swedish Enterprise. Among other things they work with monitoring new standards from IASB 

and this is the main reason for the interest in the members of NRG in this thesis.     

New frameworks for; for example lease accounting, revenue recognition, joint arrangements 

are under construction by the IASB. Even though other projects might have impact in the issue 

there are limitations in how much they are looked into due to limitations in the timespan of 

the thesis. Where it is necessary and relevant, issues like joint venture and revenue recognition 

are discussed to get a greater understanding in lease accounting and the way the market will 

treat the new regulatory framework.  

2.2. Literature review 
The base in the literature review is the first exposure draft that was published in August 2010 

by IASB. Reports analyzing this document will be used and also notes from the IASB and FASB 

joint board meetings in the lease project and also reports analyzing these. Other sources used 

are reports about IAS 17, the US GAAP and the lease accounting project. Due to the ongoing 

work by IASB to create the new standard then literature review will be ongoing during the 

whole time the thesis will be written. It should be noted that the first exposure draft was 

withdrawn in March 2011 due to the reactions from the public. A second Issue draft on lease 
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accounting is believed to be released during 2012 but will not be processed in this thesis 

(Jones Lang LaSalle, 2011a).  

The four biggest audit firms; PWC, KPMG, Ernst & Young and Deloitte have all released reports 

about how the first exposure draft from IASB would affect companies using IFRS. These reports 

was read and analyzed to get a better knowledge in what the effects would be and how 

companies may react. They also reflect how the market and not the academic-world look upon 

these changes.  

2.3. Interviews 
As stated above was the interviews conducted in two steps. At first the focus was on obtaining 

a basic understanding in the lease accounting project and its problems. Step two in the 

interviews is to obtain thoughts about specific issues that have been found in the literature 

review. An example on step one is an interview with Bo Nordlund that is doctor in accounting 

and valuation in real estate economics at Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm. The 

reason for this was mainly to get a better idea on how the lease project would work in Sweden 

and for Swedish companies. Another example is an interview and discussion that where held 

with Gunnar Bäckström, Senior Advisor Accounting & Special Projects at NCC AB. This was also 

for understanding the markets needs for information on the topic, so the thesis will examine 

what the commissioner wants to know more about. 

Interviews in the second step were held with different operators in the Swedish real estate 

market to get a more balanced picture of what the Swedish market think of the lease project 

and how they will react to it. The interviews were held with persons that are members of the 

NRG and also work with accounting issues for big listed companies in Sweden. These persons 

represent different companies like advisory consultants, property owners and lessees. This 

might give a view that is somewhat twisted due to specific persons specific views on the 

subject and this should be kept in mind in the analysis.  

The base for the construction of questions in both steps of the interviews will be the literature 

review and it will be a compliment to the information in that. The literature might have an 

international focus while the focus in this thesis is the Swedish real estate market and this will 

be added thru interviews with operators on the Swedish commercial real estate market. To 

keep the interviewed persons anonymous their names and company will not be mentioned.  

Except for Gunnar Bäckström that provided a basic knowledge that was not NCC related and 

the same applies to the interview with Bo Nordlund.  

The amount of persons contacted for phone interviews were in total 13 and out of these 6 

responded positively and interviews were later held. This gives a response rate of 46 

percentages, which is good.  

2.4. Validity and reliability 
The validity in the thesis was assured thru the initial literature study of the material provided 

from the joint board meetings of IASB and FASB. This gives a greater knowledge in how the 

new lease accounting standard will be formed and knowledge is created about how this will 

affect the Swedish commercial real estate market. Thereafter interviews were held with 

people in the NRG. As explained in the interviews paragraph above this group contains of 
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experts on accounting and persons responsible for the accounting in many of the biggest listed 

companies in Sweden. They have knowledge of the complicated subject that a limited amount 

of people have knowledge in and will be the ones directly affected by the new standard when 

it takes effect. The problem in assuring a good validity was to find the right people to interview 

because these persons are often situated high up in the hierarchy of the companies. A proof 

that it is the right persons that has been interviewed for this thesis is that they are in the NRG 

that is an organisation representing the market and its views on accounting. 

The external validity is somewhat questionable and maybe not relevant in this case as this 

research is not meant to be generalized or transferred to another case or issue. It is a very 

specific topic and has a limited connection to other topics. 

The internal validity is good, there is a limited amount of data in this thesis topic due to that 

the project is on-going and the final version does not yet exist. The interviews treated the 

topics that after the literature was considered as most important and that will affect the 

Swedish commercial real estate market the most. Possible outcomes to the extent they are 

related to this topic are discussed under effects and in the analysis will process the writer’s 

thoughts on the issue. 

This thesis is done on the basis that the notes and reports from the joint board meetings are 

studied and analysed. Also to get a more detailed view over how the commercial real estate 

market works interviews with persons responsible for listed companies accounting were held. 

There are a limited amount of sources with notes and analyses from the joint board meetings 

and that should give a satisfying reliability in the literature study. The findings of this thesis are 

in line with the findings of other reports. When it comes to the interviews persons that have a 

position in the NRG and are responsible for the accounting at Sweden’s biggest listed 

companies will be interviewed. These persons have a good knowledge of the progress of the 

leasing project and will be the ones that directly handle the new lease accounting standard for 

the listed companies they work for. It should be noted though that it is their personal views of 

the leasing project that are presented.    

2.5. Source criticism  
The majority of the sources in this thesis come from the big auditing firm’s reports from the 

joint board meetings by IASB and FASB. This can of course be sensitive but it was decided that 

they were reliable enough to give a fair picture of what was discussed in the meetings. Deloitte 

provide a site called IAS Plus that gives good coverage of the news from the joint board 

meetings. These facts have been controlled at various other sites, mainly provided of 

companies like Ernst & Young, PWC and KPMG covering the meetings about the leasing 

project. The boards of IASB and FASB contain of members from the market and as an example 

is one an old partner in Deloitte. This proves that there is a connection between these firms 

and the boards and ad some credibility to sites like IAS Plus.  

Organisations that can be assumed as trustworthy when it comes to this subject have been 

used as sources when it has been possible. The judgement of which company is trustworthy is 

delicate because some of them will sell services related to the lease accounting services and 

this have to be considered in the judgement. Some facts might be excluded due to that 
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companies want to secure their business idea and their unique knowledge on the subject 

where publications like a thesis might undermine the uniqueness.  

The risk with finding information on the Internet is that anyone can post a text without getting 

it checked. The fact that the sources from the Internet in this thesis have been provided by the 

biggest auditing firms ad credibility. They sell services that demand a reputation of being 

accurate and exact.  

Articles that are referred to in this thesis are found in different databases that the Royal 

Institute of technology in Sweden provides for their students. After looking thru different 

databases provided by the Royal Institute of Technology’s library, the Business source elite 

where the one that was most used. Some articles could not be accessed and this gives a risk 

that relevant text has not been studied. 

A problem with using books as reference in a thesis is that they get out dated fast and cannot 

be updated as easily as sources on the Internet. To avoid this risk the books used as references 

in this thesis are foremost used for knowledge that does not change that often like the basics 

of accounting models and theories. The age of the books used as references have been kept to 

a minimum. 

A risk in the literature review is that a complicated and a technical accounting language is used 

that ads risk of misinterpretations. To lower this risk a lot of time has been spent on 

understanding the text and the context in the reports and notes from the joint board 

meetings.   
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3. IFRS and US GAAP framework  
To get an understanding in how the frameworks work and how the procedure looks when they 

are created explanations of the IFRS and US GAAP are provided in this chapter. 

3.1. The regulatory framework of IFRS  
The International Financial Reporting Standard, in short IFRS, is issued by the International 

Accounting Standards Board, in short IASB, that is a global organization that is working with 

quality enhancing in international accounting (IASB, 2011e). IASB is a non-profit body in the 

private sector and is funded by “a wide range of market participants from across the world’s 

capital markets” according to IASB themself. In some processes IASB works together with 

FASB, an example of this is the lease accounting process. IASB issues the international financial 

reporting standard. 

The IFRS has become the international standard setting accounting standard during the last 

decade and is used in one way or another by 120 countries (IFRS, 2011). It is for example 

mandatory for listed companies in European Union to use the IFRS accounting standard on 

corporate level (Thomasson, 2008). The IFRS demands that data is captured two years in 

advance for the accounting (Gornik-Tomaszewski and Sellhorn, 2010). That data will be used to 

see how the company have developed. 

 

Picture 1, How IASB develops standards (Source: IASB 2011c). 

The procedure when IASB develops standards goes as follows. After research their agenda for 

decision-making is that they first release a discussion paper and from that receive public 

consultation (IASB, 2011b). This consultation is taken into account and an exposure draft is 

released. Once again views on this from the public is received from this IFRS publishes the new 

standards and also a feedback statement. The final step is that the jurisdictional adaption 

process is started. After two years a post-implementation review is performed to learn from 

this process. This process can be seen in picture 1 above. 
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International Financial Reporting Standard for Small- and Medium-Sized Entities is a 

simplification of the full IFRS and is used by companies that “publish general purpose financial 

statements for external users and do not have public accountability” according to American 

institute of Certified Public Accountants (IFRS, 2011). IFRS for SME is meant for companies that 

don’t have the need for or have resources to use full IFRS. The exposure draft does not contain 

any information about IFRS for SME and it is therefore likely that this will be a stand-alone 

process.  

3.2. The regulatory framework of US GAAP 
The IASB that issues the IFRS standard is not the only issuer of accounting standards there is. In 

USA the US GAAP is used as an accounting standard and United States Financial Accounting 

Standards Board, in short FASB, issues it.  

Financial accounting standards board is like IASB a private, non-profit organization that issues 

the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, in short called GAAP (FASB, 2011a). The GAAP is 

used in United States and it is chosen by the Securities and Exchange Commission to be 

responsible for creating the accounting standards for public companies inside United States. So 

even though FASB is connected to the United States government it is not a governmental body 

(Spiceland et al., 2008).  
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4. IFRS and US GAAP on lease accounting  
The background to why the lease accounting project got started and what problems there 

were before is presented below. First the problems in IFRS will be presented and then also the 

problems in US GAAP. 

4.1. IFRS 
The lease accounting framework that IFRS provide is called IAS 17 and this standard will be 

replaced by the lease standard constructed in today’s lease accounting project. IAS 17 stands 

for International Accounting Standard 17 and is an older accounting standard than the IFRS but 

still applies today. 

4.1.1. Accounting for leases today 

The IFRS defines in their conceptual framework an asset as a resource that the company has 

the control over as a result of past events that are expected to provide economic benefits for 

the company in the future (Marton, 2008). The conceptual framework’s definition of a debt is 

a present obligation of the enterprise arising from past events, which are expected to result 

in an outflow from the enterprise of resources embodying economic benefits.  

These definitions are describing situations that could be a lease contract of a building but the 

IAS 17 provides two different ways to account for leases for companies using the IFRS 

standard. One that will cause the lease contract to end up on the balance sheet and one that 

will exclude the lease contract from the balance sheet. 

Financial leasing is a leasing contract where the economic risks and benefits associated with 

owning an object essentially is transferred from the lessor to the lessee (IAS 17, 2010). The 

right of ownership of the property might be transferred to the lessee in the end of the contract 

but this is not necessary. In this case it is also important that a third part is involved, a 

financiers like a bank for example (Wennberg, 2006).  

A sale and leaseback would be accounted for as a financial lease (IAS 17, 2010). The length of 

the financial lease contract should be close to the economic life length of the underlying asset.  

The financial leases are accounted for in the balance sheet as a liability and an asset and 

therefor they affect the financial key figures. Due to this the lessee has an asset in the right to 

use the leased object it should be amortized (Smith, 2000).  

The amortization will affect the result in a linear way over the leasing period for the lessee (IAS 

17, 2010). The cost for the lease will not directly become a cost but a liability on the balance 

sheet. This cost will be divided into interest expense until the debt is repaid, that will affect the 

result and amortization of debt that will generate payments for the lessee. For the lessor the 

leasing object will be a claim that will last until the lease payments have been received. 

Operational leasing is defined as a contract that is not a financial contract (IAS 17, 2010). What 

this means is that the risks and benefits of owning the property to some extent belong to the 

lessor. The length of the operational lease contract is shorter than the economic life length of 

the underlying asset and the termination of the contract would not cause extra expenses for 

the lessee (Wennberg, 2006). 
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4.1.2. Criticism against IAS 17 

Sir David Tweedie, chairman of the international accounting standards board 2001 to 2011, 

said during a speech in Australia 2002 “I can guarantee almost all of you here have never flown 

in a plane that has appeared in the airline's balance sheet. And the reason is they tend not to 

buy them, they lease them. And we all have leasing standards, and the great news is these 

leasing standards are perfectly harmonised worldwide. They are all absolutely useless. None of 

them work.”  The citation is taken from the financial reporting council of the Australian 

government (FRC of Australian government, 2005). The speech addresses the problem with 

lease accounting in IFRS today, it is not giving a fair and true picture of a company’s finances.   

The project with finding a new solution for the treatment of leases has been a long-term goal 

for both the IASB and FASB (Davies, 2011). The IAS 17 project was started in 1980 and first 

took effect 1882 and have been updated several times sense then (IAS Plus, 2010). The last 

update that took effect was in 2005 when the proposals from 2003 took effect. The United 

States introduced a standard for financial and operational leases like the one in IAS 17 already 

in 1976 (Abdel-Khalik, 1981).  

The problems today with an accounting standard gives an incorrect view of the debts causes 

by leases are mainly with the IASB’s IAS 17 and FASB’s SFAS 13 (KPMG, 2011a). These 

regulations do not necessarily give a correct economic picture of a lease. This makes it possible 

to handle a lease contract off the balance sheet even though it should be there to give a fair 

view.  

A problem with IAS 17’s treatment of lease contracts is that the users such as investors and 

analytics do not get the information they need (IASB, 2010). The operational lease causes 

assets and liabilities that do not show in the balance sheets. According to users, the lessees 

should account this to give a fairer picture of their financial situation.  

Today’s model is too complex according to the users and this invites to subjective judgements 

(IASB, 2010). Due to these judgments can companies classify some contracts as operational 

even though they should be classified as a financial. 

There could be reasons for a company to classify their leases as operational instead of financial 

because excluding the lease contract from the balance sheet will affect it positively and then 

also the key figures (IASB, 2010). This becomes particularly attractive when the companies are 

evaluated based on different ratios and when there are often bonus scheme for senior 

management tied to them. 

Critical voices have also been heard against that IAS 17 is inadequate in relation to the values 

of the IASB's conceptual framework (IASB, 2010). As stated before the conceptual framework 

has definitions of what is an asset and what is a liability and these are not followed when it 

comes to the leases.  

4.1.3. Changing IAS 17 

Stakeholders have for years discussed how the accounting of leases would be improved with 

the above-mentioned criticism in mind (Beattie et al, 2006). One of the biggest issues is the 
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operational leases and many standard setting bodies have said that one solution is that these 

should be terminated and only one classification, the financial leases, should be used. 

This debate on how to solve the problem regarding lease contracts ended up in the report 

“Accounting for leases: a new approach” that was published by the G4+1 in 1996 (McGregor, 

2006). The G4+1 was a standard setting accounting group that had representatives from 

Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Great Britain, USA and the IASC. The report discussed the 

standards for lease accounting and identified the problems. It is stated that there is a poor 

distinction between an operational lease and a financial lease and the recommendation is to 

terminate the different classifications and treat all leases the same. The G4+1 also published a 

discussion paper in 2000 that was called “Leases- implementation of a new approach”. In this 

discussion paper the ideas were further developed and it was clarified how the new ideas 

should be implemented (Nailor & Lennard, 2000).  

It is the work done by the G4+1 group that was the base when IASB and FASB started their 

joint project on finding a better standard for lease-accounting (IASB, 2009). The reason for the 

project is as mentioned to create a better standard but also to find a better convergence 

between the IFRS and US GAAP. It is mentioned that the new standard will foremost be for the 

lessee and that the goal is that it will take effect mid-2011. 

The discussion paper was released in September 2010 and contained only proposals for a new 

standard for lessees, a standard for lessors will be presented later (IASB, 2009). The discussion 

paper summarizes how the new standard could look. IASB mentions the benefits with having 

the right to use the leased asset. Because of this benefit IASB states in the discussion paper 

that the lease standard does not work in accordance with the asset and liability definition in 

the conceptual framework. 

The proposal for the new standard would mean that the lessee should account for an asset 

that corresponds with the right to use the asset according the lease contract. Also a debt 

should be accounted for that corresponds with the liability to make lease payments according 

to the lease contract (IASB, 2009). According to IASB should these changes meet the critique 

and requests from the users. The users of financial reports would then not have to adjust for 

the operational leases to get a correct economic picture of the company. The possibility and 

incentives to modify lease contracts so that they count as operational would then disappear 

and the standard would be in line with the conceptual framework. 

Feedback on the discussion paper was received and in August 2010 the exposure draft for the 

lease accounting standard was released (IASB, 2010). In the beginning of the exposure draft 

about lease IASB states that the reason for the exposure draft is problems with the accounting 

model for how leases should be treated.  

It is stated in the exposure draft that it could be that the operating leases would be taken away 

and the new types of leases would be financial lease and non-financial lease (IASB, 2010). So 

the lessees that currently are having a small number of operational leases would only be 

affected to a certain extent by the new proposal.   
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The right-of-use model is proposed in the exposure draft to be applied by both the lessee and 

the lessor. The boards of IASB and FASB have decided that the right-of-use model will be used 

in the new standard for lease accounting (Deloitte, 2011a).  

The meaning of the Right-of-use model is as follows, if a lessee has the right to use an 

underlying asset during the lease term and a liability to make lease payments that is a right of 

use asset (Deloitte, 2011a). In the right-of-use model operating expenses, charges for 

maintenance of common areas and property taxes, will be excluded in the carrying amount. In 

the right-of-use model physical assets are treated and not services. 

For the lessor the new standard would only apply to the ones that are using the cost model 

and not for the ones that are using fair value model according to the exposure draft (Nordlund, 

2011).  This would not affect most of the lessors in Sweden directly due to the fact that if you 

are using fair value model where the market value for the building already is booked. 

According to Bo Nordlund most of the Swedish owners of commercial real estate are using the 

fair value model. If they on the other hand would be using the cost model there might be 

effects that would affect the lessors. The indirect effects that this proposal would have for the 

lessors will be looked into later on in this thesis. 

The exposure draft was withdrawn in March 2010 (FASB, 2011b). The exposure draft was to an 

extent complicated and a lot of the comments on it were about making it simpler (Ernst and 

Young, 2011). It also suggested using subjective estimations, which was frowned upon by the 

public.  

During the referral period for the exposure draft almost 800 answers was received which is 

considered a lot and a lot of them was negative to what the exposure draft proposed. Due to 

this big amount of negative replies about some proposed decisions some tentative decisions 

has been made by the boards of IASB and FASB (KPMG, 2011a). The decisions were made 

during a joint board meeting in January and February of 2011. The major tentative decisions 

that were made are presented later in thesis, in the chapters six to thirteen. 

The expected timeline for the process of the new lease accounting standard according to IASB 

themselves is that the second exposure draft will be released during the second part of 2012 

and the effective date of the standard is expected to be sometime during 2013 (Jones Lang 

LaSalle, 2011a).  

Progress has been made after the withdrawal of the first exposure draft and there are 

indications on how the second exposure draft will look like (Jones Lang LaSalle, 2011b). The 

boards of IASB and FASB have also made some tentative decisions concerning the second 

exposure draft and these decisions are investigated later in the thesis.  

The work with a new lease standard has been ongoing for a long time, at least 15 years to 

some extent and it is not totally clear if the project will ever be finished in the full extent as it is 

intended today according to one of the interviewed persons for this thesis. The lessor 

accounting is complicated and might be excluded in this project but the final decision about is 

still not made. 
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In Sweden a project called K3 is ongoing, the standard will treat lease accounting for non-listed 

companies in Sweden and this have many similarities with the IFRS standard (Törning, 2010).  

The K3 project is one of the four parts of the Swedish accounting boards new accounting 

standards (Bokföringsnämnden, 2008). 

4.2. US GAAP 
The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, SEC, is considering using IFRS instead of GAAP 

due to severe problems with the fact that the same lease can be booked in different ways 

(Munter, 2011). The same kind of lease can be booked as either a financial or an operational 

lease. This because the standard is very clear on what is required of an operational lease. So 

contracts are tailor-made just to be considered as an operational lease, which you can keep 

out of the balance sheet, even though they might be financial leases. This would be the end of 

US GAAP and Gornik-Tomaszewski and Sellhorn confirm this theory in their article from 2010 

(Gornik-Tomaszewski and Sellhorn, 2010). 

Because of this the IASB might adapt their system a bit to the American system so that it is 

more likely that SEC will choose their system. Maybe even make it easier to adapt to IFRS for 

American companies using US GAAP today (Gornik-Tomaszewski and Sellhorn, 2010). A 

process that would, according to Gornik-Tomaszewski and Sellhorn, take approximately four 

years to accomplish. The project is a joint project between the boards of IASB and FASB 

(Deloitte, 2012). 

The IASB exposure draft in Leases from 2010 is a part of the joint project with FASB to find a 

solution to the problems with operational and financial leases and the boards will also make 

the future work on the project jointly. 

There are some differences in the standard that will apply for entities using IFRS and those 

using IASB. By January 2012 the standards was much alike but in some areas there was 

contradictions, for example might some issues be addressed as only IASB or only FASB in the 

final version of the lease project.  
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5. The change in key figures 
The key figures are important because they are tools for investors to examine a company. If 

the key figures change for the worse due to the new lease accounting project it might have 

great effects. 

5.1. Key figures that will be affected by the lease project 
Figures that will be affected are return on asset, solidity and the debt to equity ratio. These key 

figures will all become weaker due to greater amounts of debt. Studies have shown that the 

key figures that will be the most affected by activating the operational leases are return on 

asset (Beattie, 2005). 

The return on asset is a measurement of how profitable a company is in relation to the total 

assets (Thomasson, 2008). The result that is shown in the return on asset is then before 

interest rates because these are payments for external financing. The formula for return on 

asset is net income divided by total assets. 

The equity ratio is a way to measure a company’s ability to make it through periods with red 

numbers (Thomasson, 2008). When the equity is gone the borrowed capital gets affected and 

if the equity ratio is greater this risk is lower. If a company has a high solidity it is more likely 

that bankruptcy can be avoided. The formula for solidity is equity divided with the total capital. 

The debt to equity ratio is a similar key figure that is affected by the amount of equity and the 

debts a company have (Thomasson, 2008). The debt to equity ratio is debt divided with equity.   

What effect does it have in real life to have greater amounts of both liabilities and assets can 

be discussed. There are no new real expenses or debts due to the new proposal, the leases 

have been there all along but all of them have not been accounted for.  

5.2. Examples 
Company X is a company that has operation in Sweden, it is listed on the Swedish stock 

exchange and therefor it has to use IFRS as accounting standard. In the examples the company 

only has operation in one building. The amortization is not looked into in the examples. 

The sheets only show the buildings effect on the balance sheet weather it is a lease or if the 

company own the building.  These examples show how it could look for a company if they have 

an operational lease, financial lease or own the building they operate in. 

The examples have been taken from Corporate finance written by Ross et al. (Ross et al., 2005) 

and been remodelled to fit into this scenario.  

 Example 1 illustrates what happen if the company signs an operational lease for the office they 

sit in under today’s lease standard.  

 Example 2 illustrates what happen if the company signs a financial lease if the lease project 

would already have taken effect.  

 Example 3 illustrates if the company buys a property with an office building they operates in 

and if the lease project would have taken effect before 1
st

 January 2010. The purchase is 

financed with a 2 500 000:- bank loan. 
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Example 1 

That companies have operating leases is a common situation in Sweden today and therefor it 

is interesting to take a look at how the balance sheet could look and then compare it with the 

result of the standard change. To compare this example with the two other ones might show 

how the changes affect some key figures. 

 

Sheet 1, company X’s total assets with operational leasing today. 

It can be seen in example 2 that Company X has no money tied up in the building, the money 

they have are booked as cash and cash equivalents. This money can then be used for the 

operation instead of being tied up because it would in reality probably be used for something 

and not show up as cash and cash equivalents. The building does not affect the balance sheet. 

In this case the lease does not affect the key figures negatively and this is the reason for why 

companies tailor their lease contracts to get them classified as operational. The lease is treated 

off-balance sheet and this is the reason why IASB and FASB have started the lease accounting 

project.  

There is no need for loans to finance the office the company has operation in therefor the debt 

to equity figure is zero. In this example the solidity is 100 percent and the operational lease 

does not affect the Return on asset.  

Assets  Equity / Debts  
Fixed assets  Equity  

-Land 0  1 000 000 

-Buildings 0   

  Long term liability 
(>1 year) 

 

  -Bank loan 0 

    

Cash and cash 
equivalents 

 Current liabilities (<1 
year) 

 

 1 000 000 -Liability to make 
lease payments 

0 

Total  Total  
 1 000 000  1 000 000 
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Example 2 

This example shows how the balance sheet could look like if Company X’s lease contract for 

the building is a financial lease. This is probably how the situation will look like when the new 

lease accounting project has taken effect.  

 

Sheet 2, company X’s total assets with financial leasing contracts if the Lease project would already have taken 

effect. 

In example 2 the building shows up as a right of use asset and as a liability to make lease 

payments but only the specified part that is leased shows up and not the whole building with 

the land it stands upon.  This is of course as long as the land is not a part of the lease contract 

as well.  

In this example the numbers are inflated compare to the first example. It shows a situation 

where some key figures will be affected by the lease contract for the building.  

The effects on Return on asset are unclear based on the numbers in this example. Some earlier 

studies have shown that the effects could be close to none and others show a negative effect 

(Imhof et al, 1997). Imhof, Lipe and Wright also show in their study that the indebtedness 

could increase with about 30 percentages but these conclusions are unclear and the effect will 

be different from case to case.  

In this example the debt to equity and the solidity are affected negatively. The debt to equity 

gets negatively affected due to the increase in debt caused by the liability to make lease 

payments. The solidity gets negatively affected due to the inflation of the total capital. 

  

Assets  Equity / Debts  
Fixed assets  Equity  

-Land 0  1 000 000 

-Buildings 
(Right of use asset) 

3 000 000   

  Long term liability 
(>1 year) 

 

  - Bank loan 0 

  -Liability to make 
lease payments 

3 000 000 

Cash and cash 
equivalents 

 Current liabilities (<1 
year) 

 

 1 000 000  0 

Total  Total  
 4 000 000  4 000 000 
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Example 3 

This example shows how it looks when a company buys their office space, something that 

according to some experts might be a solution for big companies that can afford it. Company X 

has financed the purchase with a loan from a bank that corresponds to 96 percent of the real 

estate price. 

 

Sheet 3, company X’s total assets when they own their offices. 

In example 3 the effects of the lease are the greatest of the three examples. Both the building 

and the land show up on the balance sheet as fixed assets and cannot be used in the 

company’s operation. A bank loan used to finance the purchase of the property shows up as a 

long-term liability and the remaining amount tied up in the building shows up as equity.    

This example has some similarities with the second example concerning the effects on some 

key figures. 

The assets connected to the building are in this example greater than in the earlier examples 

and due to this will the return on asset be lower. 

The solidity will be negatively affected due to the purchase due to that the loan will make the 

total capital greater. The debt to equity ratio will be negatively affected due to the higher 

amount of debt compared to the first example.  

It is not shown in this example but some figures might be positively affected due to the 

purchase and then having the property as an own fixed asset and not a right-of-use asset. 

  

Assets  Equity / Debts  
Fixed assets  Equity  

-Land 5 000 000  1 000 000 

-Buildings 20 000 000   

  Long term liability 
(>1 year) 

 

  -Bank loan 24 000 000 
  -Liability to make 

lease payments 
0 

Cash and cash 
equivalents 

 Current liabilities (<1 
year) 

 

 0  0 

Total  Total  

 25 000 000  25 000 000 
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6. Definition of a lease contract  

6.1. Introduction 
This chapter looks into what the definition of a lease contract looks like. The question about 

what is considered to be a service and what is a lease contract is one of the most important 

questions in the lease accounting project and this chapter will look into that. 

6.2. Literature 
A leasing contract is according to the first exposure draft a contract that fulfils both of the 

following criteria (IASB, 2010). 

 “Transfer of a right to exploit a specified asset.” 

 “Conveys the right to control the use of the underlying asset.” 

This definition above that has been taken from IFRIC 4 was not considered to be a good 

definition and the respondents frowned upon it (IASB, 2011d). IFRIC is short for International 

Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee and is an interpretative body of IASB (Kenny, 

2009). IFRIC make interpretations of the IFRS standards and IFRIC 4 determines whether an 

arrangement contains a lease.  

The definition from IFRIC 4 had not been examined enough before the new standard was 

suggested (KPMG, 2011a). But now when getting a contract defined as a leasing contract mean 

that it is going to end up on the balance sheet the respondents reacted. An issue that arose 

was what “a specified asset” means. Something that needs an assessment is where the 

boundary is between when a service delivery is not activated and if it is required some form 

of asset to deliver the service. When it is so significant or specified that it is a lease rather than 

a service delivery? 

According to board meetings in the autumn of 2011 a lease is defined as the following 

(Deloitte, 2011a). “A contract would be considered a lease if fulfilment of the contract depends 

on the use of a specified asset and the contract conveys the right to control the use of a 

specified asset for a period of time.” So the specified asset does not have to be specified 

explicitly but can also be specified implicitly in the contract.  

During the summer of 2011 the board decided that “an asset will not be the subject of a lease 

if the asset is inseparable from a service” (FASBb, 2011). This means that if something is 

considered to be a service or a part of a service it will be treated off-balance sheet. In the 

autumn it was tentatively decided that customers and suppliers would be required to make a 

judgement if the use of the asset is inseparable from the service requested by the customer or 

if the asset is a separable part from the service requested (Deloitte, 2011a). If the asset were 

inseparable from the service the contract would not be considered to be a lease contract 

because the customer does not control the use of the asset. 

During the board meetings of the summer of 2011 it was decided that the specified assets 

need to be “uniquely identifiable and a physically distinct portion of a larger asset can be a 

specified asset” according to KPMG’s IFRS leases newsletter (KPMG, 2011b). What a physically 

distinct asset means is for example a floor of an office building.  
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Separation of lease components has to be done according to a tentative decision made of the 

boards in November 2011 (Deloitte, 2011a). Lease components as well as non-lease 

components that are parts of a lease would have to be accounted for separately. 

If changes are done in an existing lease the modified lease has to be accounted for as a new 

lease (Deloitte, 2011a). An assessment has to be done if the changes in the contract mean that 

it is not a lease anymore or does not contain a lease.  

It was suggested in the first exposure draft that variable costs should be estimated and 

included in the lease cost (IASB, 2010). This causes a big amount of subjective assumptions 

that was frowned upon by the respondents (KPMG, 2011a). A problem was that this would 

activate components that are not considered to be assets or debts according to the conceptual 

framework.   

To solve the problems with subjective assumptions and problems with following the 

definitions only variable costs that is dependent of index or interest rate based on the level at 

the starting time of the lease contract (KPMG, 2011a). According to a newsletter from KPMG in 

2011 it could be assumed that there is room for assumptions and estimations when it comes 

to variable fees. 

During the meetings in November 2011 the boards decided that the variable lease payments 

should not be included in the liability for the lessee and the lessors lease receivable (Deloitte, 

2011a). This unless the variable lease payments are “(1) structured in such a way that they are 

in-substance fixed lease payments (commonly referred to as ‘disguised minimum lease 

payments’), (2) the portion of a residual value guarantee expected to be paid by a lessee or (3) 

based on an index or rate derived payment” according to (Deloitte, 2011a). Concerning the 

definition of the expression disguised minimum lease payments it is expected that the final 

standard will provide a more specified and clear view of it.     

If the lease were based on an index or rate, the index or rate at commencement of the lease 

would be used in the measurement of the right-of-use asset and lease liability (Deloitte, 

2011a). 

6.3. Interviews   
The revenue recognition project from IASB among other things treats how services are defined 

and how they should be treated. According to several respondents a way to minimize the 

effects of lease accounting and the liabilities that will end up on the balance sheet could be to 

treat some parts of the lease as a service. According to the revenue recognition project 

services does not end up on the balance sheet and that is more preferable for the lessee.  

To divide up a lease contract in different fractions and treat some as a service and make this 

part heavier than the lease part could be difficult. An assessment has to be done and it is most 

likely that the lease part will be corrected and therefore not heavier than what is fair. It is a 

question that is interesting though, the demarcation between what is considered to be a lease 

and a service is likely to be an important question in the future. How much service must it be 

for a contract to be considered a service and not a lease? A lessee would like to get as much as 

possible of the lease to be a service and kept off the balance sheet.  
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The issue with separating service and lease parts of a contract is already something that is 

done today says one person that has been interviewed. The lease contract might be stripped 

down on all the service parts to make it as small as possible and this is bought separately. 

According to the IFRS lease standard today the lessees that have financial leases should 

separate the service parts and lease part. Many might try to make the service part heavier 

than the lease. This might though be a more common procedure in the future if and when the 

lease project takes effect. It is likely that smaller machines like copy machines are not leased 

but is a part of a service contract instead.   

In the future it is believed by some of the interviewed persons that there will be new issues to 

do draw boundaries between. The topics that are mentioned are where the line between a 

service and lease and what is a specific asset, in some cases this will be clear but in others a 

matter for estimations. About the boundary between what a service and a lease is, will it be 

difficult to create a service with parts of objects that can easily be classified as specific and if it 

exists a distinct market value. 

The concept of a specific asset already exists in today’s IAS 17 but will be much more in focus 

in the future due to the big difference between a service and a lease. To exemplify the a 

problem in the issue one respondent explained a case; take a small company that have a truck 

that transports goods to one company’s stores on different locations. The company only 

transport goods for this company and therefore has the company’s logo on the side of the 

truck. This would be considered as a specific asset and therefore a lease and end up on the 

balance sheet of the store. If the store would use a bigger logistics company that transports 

goods for many different customers and have their own logo on the trucks it will not be a 

specific asset and therefore not end up on the balance sheet. The question one can ask oneself 

after reading about this example is if there really is a difference in the company’s assets and 

liabilities between using one company or another for the transport of goods. 

One respondent mentions that all commitments that a company have are shown on the 

balance sheet with one exception and that is the operational lease contracts. The lease project 

is needed and seems reasonable but there are some issues that could be discussed if the 

proposed solutions are the best.           

6.4. Analysis 
This definition is of great importance for the whole project because the border between a 

lease contract and a service will have big consequences for future accounting. According to the 

interviews a contract could be divided up into small fractions that will sum up to a service part 

and a lease part. Thanks to this it will be clearer what costs for leases a company has and it will 

be difficult to hide costs for leases as services but there might be possibilities here. 

The issues with the border between what is a lease and what is a service might be the new big 

question as mentioned in the interviews and it is likely that future problems with the standard 

will be found here. Services that contain parts of what today is considered to be leases could 

be created. The respondents have not mentioned anything about this but it might be business 

secrets and it might also be that it is too soon to create these solutions. The standard might 

have to be tested in reality before solutions like this are used.  
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The definition says today that a contract should convey the right to control the use of a 

specified asset. The right of control could be edited so that technically a contract is no longer a 

lease because the right to control the use is still handled by someone else. 

Something that makes it even more likely is the decision by the board to say that an asset will 

not be subject of a lease if it is inseparable from a service. This question should be decided 

through a judgment by the customer and supplier. This brings back the question about the 

control of the asset. How an asset could be packaged to not be in the control of the customer 

but at the same time in practicality work as a lease will be a key-question. The decisions on this 

topic can still change and change the situation that today looks complicated. 

Concerning the specified asset loopholes in the standard might also be found or created. It is 

today uncertain what a specified asset is and this uncertainty could be used to turn leases into 

something else. Due to that the specified asset could be specified explicitly there is a chance 

that this loophole in the standard is already closed. 

Both of these issues about a service versus a lease and what a specified asset is will in some 

cases be simple to sort out and in some very complicated. It is different from case to case and 

leases for a certain type of assets might be easy to modify into something else than a lease 

while it is impossible for others.   

The variable fees and lease payments are an example of a problematic process where the 

tentative decision made by the board on the meeting in November goes against the tentative 

decision made at an earlier meeting. This causes uncertainty when it comes to predictions on 

how the final version of the project will look.  

Many of the parts of the definitions of what a lease contracts is already exists today but will be 

more prominent in the new lease standard. The IASB and FASB seems to think that the future 

definitions work properly because they are not totally new but now in a new context they do 

not work well with reality. Hopefully the response from the first exposure draft made them 

more aware about the importance to look into the old definitions that now will be the 

cornerstones in the lease accounting standard. 
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7. Classification of lease contract  

7.1. Introduction 
This chapter investigates how a lease contract is classified according to the lease project. There 

are different classifications such as financial leases, non-financial leases, short-term leases and 

cancellable leases. Also how the classification of the debt in the balance sheet will be defined 

will be looked into. 

7.2. Literature 
All the lease contracts had the same characteristics concerning the treatment of revenues and 

costs in the first exposure draft (IASB, 2010). One exception where made, leases that most 

probable have the maximum length of 12 months was treated under the exception rule.  

The suggested classification method in the first exposure draft was replaced with two different 

classifications, financial lease and non-financial lease (IASB, 2011b). The “Right-of-use method” 

will be used and all lease contracts that fall under this will end up in the balance sheet of the 

lessee. The way they are accounted for will be different though, the financial leases will be 

using the effective interest method and the non-finance leases will be using the linear revenue 

and expensing method. The non-financial assets are assets that do not fit into the Right-of-use 

assets. 

Accounting for the contracts that fall under the definition of short-term leases will be done off-

balance sheet, like accounting for the operational leases is today (FASBb, 2011). A short-term 

lease is a lease that has a lease period shorter than 12 months. The lessee should present the 

leases as lease costs. The cost for the short-term lease should be recognised on a straight-line 

basis if not another basis that is derived from the underlying asset is more illustrative for the 

time pattern of the payments. 

The boards decided during the autumn of 2011 to go with the first exposure draft’s version of 

accounting for the short term leases for lessors (Deloitte, 2011a). The lessor does therefor not 

have to recognise the short-term leases as lease assets and lease liabilities. The lessor should 

present the short-term leases as lease incomes. The lessor should recognise the incomes on a 

straight-line basis or another representative method.  

Sublease transactions and the head lease will be treated as separate transactions according to 

the November meetings (Deloitte, 2011a). The sublease will be treated as a normal lease 

according to the guidelines on how a lease should be treated by the lessor.  

In the joint board meetings of December 2011 a new sort of leases, cancellable, was discussed 

(IASPlus, 2012). These would be cancellable on short notice from both the lessee and the 

lessor at any time of the contracts lifespan without any penalties, more the rules for this sort 

of lease will be treated in future meetings. 

7.3. Interviews 
Concerning using the short-term leases to avoid inflation of the balance sheet do one 

respondent mention that it is not likely to believe that this will be the way to do it. The 

absolute majority of the leases will be financial due to several reasons. The short-term leases 
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will most probably result in a too great risk for companies. This due to the short timespan the 

contract will last it is not suitable for real estate. 

The non-financial leases are a bit unclear according to a respondent. This classification could 

apply for special cases like hotels for example. Hotels in Sweden often have a revenue-based 

rent and what the amount of lease payments then will be are unclear. 

7.4. Analysis 
The business for subleases are relatively small in Sweden compared to England and America 

where companies specializes in leasing office space and to sublet this office space. Therefor 

the subleases will not be examined that carefully. 

The short-term leases will most probably not be common due to the risk of not having a 

location for a company in the future. That causes more problems than upsides with not having 

the lease on the balance sheet. 

The right-of-use model seems like it is going to give a clear picture of the company that have 

the right to use the asset in question. The question is if loopholes discussed in chapter 6 could 

be used.  

The discussion of cancellable leases shows that the board are aware of the problems with 

future attempts to find loopholes in the standard and are trying to cover this.  
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8. Period of leasing  

8.1. Introduction 
Period of leasing describes how the time aspect of a lease contract is treated and how this will 

be treated by the new leasing standard. An important question is when the contract ends from 

an accounting point of view. 

8.2. Literature 
In the first exposure draft it is said that the longest most plausible length of the period the 

asset will be used should be booked (IASB, 2010). This proposal was strongly criticized due to 

that assets and debts that do not fulfil the frameworks definitions would be activated in the 

books (KPMG, 2011a). According to the first exposure draft’s page 6: “Assets and liabilities 

recognised by lessees and lessor would be measured on a basis that: assumes the longest 

possible lease term that is more likely than not to occur, taken into account the effect of any 

options to extend or terminate leases” (IASB, 2010).  

In the IASB and FASB joint board meetings in January and February 2011 it was agreed that the 

leasing period should be the period that cannot be terminated according to the contract plus 

the period of time an extension option would mean (IASB, 2011d). 

The boards of IASB and FASB decided in the autumn of 2011 that the definition of a short term 

lease is ”a lease that, at the date of commencement of the lease, has a maximum possible 

lease term, including any options to renew or extend, of 12 months or less” (FASBb, 2011). In 

this definition it is expected that the renewal or extension of the lease is exercised and no 

evaluation about plausibility of exercising options is needed with this definition. 

From the meetings in November of 2011 the lease term was defined as “the non-cancellable 

period for which the lessee has contracted with the lessor to lease the underlying asset, 

together with any options to extend or terminate the lease when there is a significant 

economic incentive for an entity to exercise an option to extend the lease, or for an entity not 

to exercise an option to terminate the lease.” (Deloitte, 2011a) This means among other things 

that the purchase option could be a part of the lease.  

As mentioned in the previous chapter there will be something called short-term leases and 

these defined as leases that are shorter than 12 months. 

8.3. Interviews 
Due to the new standard it is believed that shorter leases will occur because entities do not 

want to get to many years’ rent on the balance sheet according to several interviewed 

persons. One person implies that there are several financial factors that work against a general 

shortening of the leases, for example factors like the risk for the lessors with short contracts 

and higher prices for the lessees.  

Financial institutes are believed to be affected by the new project and therefor will probably 

be eager to have shorter leases. They will have to have higher capital adequacy requirements 

due to the new leasing standard, more than other types of lessees. It is also the financial 
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institutes that have the most knowledge of the new standard according to a represent for a big 

lessor on the Swedish real estate market. 

If the first proposals about that the longest most plausible length of the leased period should 

be booked would come back one respondent estimates that the work with implementing the 

new standard would take 50 to 100 percentages more time. It is mentioned that the 

suggestion was a big surprise when it came and that if it would be a part of the new standard 

IASB would have severe trust problems. 

8.4. Analysis 
From the above explained process one can see that many steps has been taken concerning the 

lease period and it has been treated in a majority of the joint board meetings about this 

standard. This does not necessary mean that the process is finalised but gives an indication 

that the topic have been properly investigated.  

The proposal in the first exposure draft would mean that a company that operates in a large 

amount of stores should book the leases as assets and the rents as liabilities for the years the 

contract lasts. This should also be done for the years that it is more likely than not that they 

stay in those facilities. The fact that they do not relocate that often leads to that great 

amounts of money have to be considered a debt in the balance sheet. This is a very delicate 

topic that many respondents frown upon as mentioned before. The vast amount of critical 

voices about this proposal makes it less plausible that it will be a part of the finalised standard. 

Companies that are not listed and therefor do not follow the IFRS will be able to sign longer 

lease contracts without it ending up on the balance sheet and will therefor become a more 

attractive lessee. What will happen to the national standard that the non-listed companies in 

Sweden have to follow is unclear. One scenario could be that the Swedish accounting 

framework for unlisted companies will apply the IFRS lease accounting standard and therefor 

also demand that leases should be booked as a liability and show in the balance sheet. If this 

would not happen non-listed companies could become more attractive lessees due to their 

ability to handle longer contracts. This scenario is seen from a strict accounting point of view 

and it is more plausible that other more business related factors like flexibility would be a 

more important factor.   

The financial institutes can be presumed to have the resources and knowledge to investigate 

the project and therefor it is not surprising that they have the best knowledge of the lessees. 

The higher capital adequacy requirements the financial institutes have to accomplish have 

connections to the general economic crisis with debt and credit issues.  

The effect of the new standard on the period of leasing is very likely to be shorter leases in the 

future but this assumption is based on a strict accounting point of view. It is difficult to assess 

if the effects of the proposal will be more important than other more business related factors 

like flexibility. 
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9. Purchase options  

9.1. Introduction 
In many lease contracts there is an option to buy the lease object in the end of the lease 

period. How the value of having this option should be treated according to the new standard is 

described in this section. 

9.2. Literature 
According to the first exposure draft the purchase options should not be added in the right-of-

use asset but be handled as a separate component (IASB, 2010). This would mean that 

purchase options would not be accounted for until it would be used. The problem with this 

proposal is that in the event of purchase the economical meaning is basically the same as an 

extension option of the lease with a length of the underlying assets lifespan. According to the 

chapter that is called “Period of leasing” this extension option should be activated in the books 

and therefor this would mean a vaguely motivated exception from the above-explained rule. 

The boards tentatively decided in November 2011 that the suggestion that a purchase option 

should be treated as a separate component should be dropped (FASBb, 2011). It was decided 

that the exercise price of the purchase option should be included in the measurement of the 

lessee’s liability to make payments for the lease and the lessor’s rights to get payment for the 

lease. The significant economic incentive is based on contract-based factors, asset-based 

factors and entity-specific factors for both the lessor and the lessee.  

9.3. Interviews 
The options in a lease will be estimated by if they are likely or not to be used. The options will 

be booked if they are more favourable than what the lease would be on the market at the time 

of usage of the option. The auditing firms has earlier liked estimations considering for example 

interest rates and market values so it is likely that it will be the case with the options as well. 

If the option is more profitable for the lessee than to buy the same on the market, a bargain 

option, they will end up in the balance sheet. This means that from an accounting point of 

view a company want to have options that are more expensive than on the market or no 

option at all. From a business point of view they will like today prefer to have profitable 

options that will lower the risks of having to end the lease and move their operation to 

another location. 

Options will be more profitable than to buy them on the open market and will then, despite 

the companies’ intent, end up on the balance sheet as a liability. If a lease is considered to be a 

financial lease today it is likely that the contract contains a more profitable option than what 

the market has to offer. And vice versa when it comes to operational lease, it is then likely that 

the option is not as profitable as the market. 

If an option today is accounted for as a bargain option the lease is accounted for as a financial 

lease one interviewed person implies. Because of this many companies tries to avoid bargain 

leases already today so this will not be a big change.   
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9.4. Analysis 
Leases that have a long lifespan and profitable options in the end of the contracts lifespan will 

end up as liabilities when the new project has taken effect. But this is already the case, so it is 

not a change from today’s situation. As the standard was designed it would have been a 

separate component and this might have some consequences but this is now not the case.  

Because today’s standard classifies a lease with a bargain option as a financial lease the risk 

there is for the new standard to change the situation surrounding options is not likely to occur. 

So the conclusion is that the new lease standard, as it looks today, will not change how options 

are treated in leases.   
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10. Sale-and-leaseback transaction  

10.1. Introduction 
A sale-and-leaseback transaction is a transaction where the owner of property sells it and 

leases it back from the buyer. Thanks to this a company will not have the equity tied up in the 

real estate and can concentrate on their core business. Also this creates an advantage in that 

the asset disappears from the balance sheet under today’s IFRS lease standard. What will 

happen with the treatment of sale-leaseback transactions under the new lease-standard is 

explained in this chapter. 

10.2. Literature 
A sale-and-leaseback transaction is in the first exposure draft defined as “only if the transfer 

meets the conditions for a sale of the underlying asset and proposes to use the same criteria 

for a sale as those used to distinguish between purchases or sales and leases” (IASB, 2010). If 

the leaseback meets the definition of a lease it will then be treated as a financial lease.  

During the summer of 2011 it was tentatively decided that the assessment of whether an 

entity should apply sale-and-leaseback accounting would be based on the new revenue 

recognition guidance (FASBb, 2011). It was confirmed during the meetings that the procedures 

of accounting for sale-and-leaseback transactions should follow the proposals in the first 

exposure draft. According to KPMG’s IFRS – Lease accounting newsletter from September 2011 

it is most likely that more transactions will be accounted for as sale-and-leaseback 

transactions. This due to that “the revenue recognition guidance is likely to be less restrictive 

than the initial proposal in the exposure draft from 2010” (KPMG, 2011b).  

A sale-and-leaseback transaction should be accounted for at the date of when the transaction 

occurs (Deloitte, 2011a). The revenue recognition standard has to be used to determine 

whether a sale has occurred or not. If it were not a sale it would be considered as a sort of 

financing, a sort of loan and the building would still have to be amortized. The rental payments 

should then be seen as interest rate and amortization of the loan. The transaction should 

reflect the current market and if values are not at the market level they have to be adjusted to 

be considered to be a sale-and-leaseback and not only a lease.  

In the sale-and-leaseback transaction that meets the requirements for sale-accounting the 

leaseback will be accounted for according to the new lease standard (Deloitte, 2011a). The 

lessee would have to derecognize the underlying asset when accounting for the lease of the 

whole or parts of the same. 

The criteria for the transfer of control of the asset are found in the revenue recognition project 

proposed by IASB (Deloitte, 2011a). The revenue recognition project states that if the 

repurchase options works as a put option and the price is lower than the sales price the 

transaction would be accounted for as a lease (Deloitte, 2011b). It is stated that one entity 

must have a “significant economic incentive” to use the repurchase option for the transaction 

to be considered as a lease. This means that the entity selling the building would in principal 

be considered to be the lessor and the new owner would be the lessee, the opposite of how it 
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works today. This would still be considered to be a sort of loan and not a proper lease that falls 

under the IFRS lease accounting standard. 

10.3. Interviews 
The sale-and-leaseback objects has already to an extent been leased out so there are not as 

many objects out there on the Swedish real estate market to be sold and leased back to the 

one that sold it. Therefor the need for sale-and-leaseback is not as great as it has been. This 

together with the fact that it will not be as profitable to lease instead of owning the building 

one have activity in could mean that sale leaseback transactions will become more rare. 

The sale-and-leaseback transactions might be one of the reasons for the lease project. It is 

today more preferable to lease an office then to own it if you are a listed company. In a sale-

and-leaseback transaction twenty-year contracts and this will probably change due to the 

reasons discussed in the chapter “Period of leasing”. The demand for sale-and-leaseback 

transactions is likely to get lower due to that it is not as profitable for the future lessee any 

more after the new lease project has taken effect.   

The ambition of IFRS is to make the sale-leaseback transaction the same as if the company 

would have bought the building. The reason for doing a sale-and-leaseback transaction is to 

free up cash, lighten the balance sheet and equity. If these factors disappear the demand for 

sale-and-leaseback transactions will disappear.     

Some respondents mention that the treatment of sale-and-leaseback transactions in the new 

accounting standard is unclear. It could be that the standard will develop on this issue but this 

is not expected. There are a couple of issues that today are a bit uncertain when it comes to 

sale-and-leaseback transactions. It is uncertain what will happen on the balance sheet if the 

purchase option in the sale-and-leaseback deal would be exercised. This is one example of an 

issue that is still not treated in the standard and it is unclear if it will in the finished standard.       

10.4. Analysis 
This is a topic that could cause some visible changes on the real estate market. According to 

the standard and the interviews practical changes are going to happen and these will cause 

changes. If the reasons for sale-and-leaseback transactions disappear the sale-and-leaseback 

procedure will naturally disappear with them.  

As mentioned in other chapters in this thesis discussing other topics it is not clear whether the 

changes in the accounting standard will be a prominent factor or if more business related 

factor will play a bigger role. What can be said with some certainty is that sale-and-leaseback 

transactions will become a less profitable solution for companies than what it is today. 

To free up a company’s capital that earlier was tied to properties the sale-and-leaseback 

procedure still remains profitable but some of the other advantages seems to disappear. 

The sale-and-leaseback transactions will be considered as loans of some sort and it is today 

difficult to assess how these loans will affect the balance sheet. The framework of rules 

surrounding sale-and-leaseback transactions are not clear on this and it might change in the 

future. 
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11. Lessee accounting  

11.1. Introduction 
This chapter will focus on the lessee and what the lease accounting standard that is on its way 

will mean for the lessee. This chapter will summarize how the lessee will be affected and 

mention subjects that also could have been discussed in other chapters.  

11.2. Literature 
In the first exposure draft there was two models for accounting for the lessee (IASB, 2010). 

This idea was strongly criticised by the respondent of the exposure draft (KPMG, 2011a). One 

common objection was that it basically was a development of the current standard that IASB 

and FASB have rejected due to lack of comparability.   

The lessee would include a purchase option in a lease, if relevant, in their liability to make 

lease payments (FASBb, 2011). If there were a significant economic incentive to exercise the 

purchase option, the lessee’s right-of-use asset would be amortised over the economic life 

span of the asset and not the lease period.  

The boards tentatively decided during the meeting in November 2011 that there should be one 

type of lease for the lessee when it comes to leases longer than 12-months (Deloitte, 2011a). 

The lessee will recognize the right-of-use asset and a liability to make lease payments at the 

present value of the lease payments. A systematic and rational method would be used for the 

amortisation and depreciation of the right-of-use asset. The liability to make lease payments 

would be amortised using the effective interest method. Because the effective interest 

method will be used the expense recognition pattern would be accelerating over the duration 

of the lease.  

When the discount rate is calculated the lessee should use the incremental borrowing rate it 

has or the rate the lessor is using to charge the lessee if it is possible to determine it (Deloitte, 

2011a). The second method would have to be used if both are known. The reassessment of the 

rate should not be done if there is no change in lease payments. If an option in the lease would 

be used the discount rate has to be reassessed.  

The lessee has to separate the non-lease components from the lease contract (Deloitte, 

2011a). The accounted value of the non-lease components should be measured according to 

the stand-alone price for those components. The lessee should treat the whole contract as a 

lease if the prices cannot be observed for the non-lease components. 

When the new standard takes effect the already existing financial contracts would have to be 

reclassified from assets and lease liabilities to right-of-use assets and liabilities to make lease 

payments (Deloitte, 2011a). The carrying amount in the contract does not have to be adjusted. 

For operating leases that does already exist when the new standard takes effect the lessee 

have to use a “full retrospective approach” with transition reliefs (Deloitte, 2011a). All the 

lease arrangements have to be reassessed with the transition approach. 
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The lessee should according to the modified retrospective approach do the following: 

 “Recognize the liabilities to make lease payments at the present value of the 

remaining lease payments, discounted using the lessee’s incremental borrowing 

rate as of the effective date for each portfolio of leases with reasonably similar 

characteristics. The incremental borrowing rate for each portfolio of leases should 

take into consideration the lessee’s total leverage, including leases in other 

portfolios.” 

 Recognize right-of-use assets on the basis of the proportion of the liability to make 

lease payments at lease commencement relative to the remaining lease 

payments.” 

 “Record to retained earnings any difference between the liabilities to make lease 

payments and the right-of-use assets at transition.” 

 “Adjust the right-of-use asset recognized at the beginning of the earliest 

comparative period presented by the amount of any recognized prepaid or 

accrued lease payments when the lease payments are uneven over the lease 

term.” 

The citations are taken from Deloitte (Deloitte, 2011a).  

The boards of IASB and FASB created a Leases working group during the January meetings of 

2012 that is going to further look into the expense profile for the lessees but no decisions were 

made on the topic (Deloitte, 2012).  

11.3. Interviews 
The knowledge of the new leasing standard among lessees is not good according to a person at 

a big company that owns property. The project is ongoing and it has changed several times and 

the constant postponing of the date for the second exposure draft is not helping. There are 

even some believers in that the project will be canceled due to its complicated nature, at least 

some parts of the lessor accounting. But according to others the importance of this project is 

great and therefor will this new standard take effect but the date for this is uncertain. It is a 

complicated process that can be changed many times more.   

The lease project is believed to have the greatest effect on the retail trade business due to its 

many stores on different locations. It is close to impossible for these companies to buy all the 

buildings that they have operations in like malls and such.  

It is believed that the lessees will try to go around the new lease standard thru loopholes, at 

least after some time when there is a greater understanding of the new standard. One 

respondent mention that the IFRS will probably close such attempts to go around the standard 

thru interpretations. The IASB and FASB might even have this in mind when they create the 

standard today, they will make it possible for them in the future to interpret details and in this 

way close the loopholes. 

The easiest way to avoid the big effects of the lease project is to shorten the contracts and add 

options to leave the contract without reprisals. An effect of this is that it adds risk in the 

lessor’s real estate portfolios and because of this higher rents can be expected to compensate. 
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A respondent representing a lessor have seen that some lessees already today use the new 

lease standard as an argument for shorter leases in negotiations. According to one of the 

respondents that work for a lessor they have to inform the lessees about the situation with the 

new lease accounting standard. Many companies do not know of the project and the effects it 

will have.  

11.4. Analysis 
The lessees will be the one in the lease deal to take the direct hit by the new lease standard. 

Most changes will cause changes in the way the lessee account for its leases. 

Due to the effect the new lease accounting standard will have on the retail trade business 

companies that operates in this field will probably be one participant in leading the way to find 

loopholes and also use them. This is because these companies will probably be the ones that 

the new standard will affect the most. It can turn out to be the best solution to let the liability 

to make lease payments end up on the balance sheet. Retail companies might want to use 

solutions like joint ventures or 3D-properties but that could be too complicated to work in 

reality.  

The lack of knowledge in the real estate business some interviewed persons mention is 

surprising, the project has been ongoing for a long time and will probably have a big impact. 

The consequences of not knowing how this standard should be treated in contracts and such 

could cause problems in the future when it takes effect.  An indication that some parts of the 

market do not have knowledge of the new leasing project though is that some already uses the 

lease standards effects as arguments in negotiations.  

The new lease standard from IASB will directly affect the listed lessees in Sweden, to what 

extent is uncertain. The uncertainty comes down to if the management of listed companies 

sees the effect of the new project as something that is so important that they will adjust their 

business to keep good performance metrics.    
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12. Lessor accounting 

12.1. Introduction 
The lessor will indirectly get affected by the new lease accounting standard and this chapter 

will summarize what these affects will be and treat subjects that might be discussed in other 

chapters. 

12.2. Literature 
During meetings in January and February of 2011 IASB it was unclear if a frameworks for 

lessors will be done in time and implemented in the result of this on-going project or if it is 

going to be a standalone project later (IASB, 2011b). During the meetings in the autumn of 

2011 the board gave some directions on how the lessor for example should handle short-term 

leases and therefor it is likely that a framework will be ready in time for the publication of the 

standard. 

The issue of how the lessor should treat the lease contracts was treated in the joint board 

meetings of IFRS and IASB during the summer of 2011. It was decided that a version of the de-

recognition approach, that was suggested in the first exposure draft, called receivable and 

residual model should apply to all leases (FASB, 2011b). In this model the lessor derecognises 

the underlying asset and recognises a lease receivable, a residual asset, profit on lease 

commencement if reasonably assured and interest income on the lease receivable and income 

on accretion of the residual asset over the term of the lease.  

In the meetings in November 2011 the boards decided that there should be one type of lease 

for lessor accounting, the receivable and residual approach will be the method used (Deloitte, 

2011a). For the lessor this means that for example the lease receivable should initially be 

discounted with the rate stated in the lease contract and using the effective interest method 

for the amortisations. The residual asset should initially be measured on an allocation of the 

carrying amount of the underlying asset. The allocation contains of the gross residual asset and 

the deferred asset.   

There might be an exception for lessors that have underlying assets that meet the definition of 

investment property according to the current IFRS (Deloitte, 2011a). If the lessor has assets 

that meet the scope of the exception the lessor should use current operating lease accounting. 

This is a tentative decision that might change, other exceptions will also be discussed in future 

meetings. 

If there is a purchase option in a lease it should be included in the lessor’s receivable if the 

purchase option provides a significant economic incentive for the lessee to exercise it 

(Deloitte, 2011a). 

When the lease should be recognised by the lessor and lessee was changed during the 

meetings in November 2011 (Deloitte, 2011a). Now the recognition and initially measurement 

of the leased assets and liabilities should be done at the date of commencement of the lease. 

In the first exposure draft it was required to measure at the lease inception and recognition at 

lease commencement.   
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Costs that occur before the commencement of the lease contract should be treated outside 

the scope of the lease accounting standard but will be treated according to some other IFRS 

standard (Deloitte, 2011a). If payments of rent occur before the commencement of the lease 

they should be added to the right of use asset at the commencement date of the lease. All the 

initial costs that might occur should be added to the carrying amount of the right-of-use model 

and then also to the right to receive lease payment for the lessor. 

The discount rate used by the lessor should be the same as what the lessor charges the lessee. 

This could be the incremental borrowing rate the lessee have or the yield of the property 

(Deloitte, 2011a). If there is a change in lease payments the rate should be reassessed 

otherwise not.  

The separation of components in a lease contract, how this should be accounted for and the 

allocation of payments between lease components and non-lease components are according 

to the allocation method found in the revenue recognition project from IASB (Deloitte, 2011a). 

The lessor does not have to adjust the already existing financial leases when the new project 

takes effect (Deloitte, 2011a). For the operational leases that already exists at the day when 

the new project takes effect the selected transition approach, the modified retrospective 

approach or the full-retrospective model, has to be used.  

The lessor should under the full-retrospective model: 

 “Recognize a right to receive lease payments, measured at the present value of the 

remaining lease payments and discounted using the rate charged in the lease that 

was determined at the date of commencement of the lease, subject to any 

adjustments that are required to reflect impairment.” 

 ”Recognise a residual asset that is consistent with the initial measurement of the 

residual asset under the receivable and residual approach using information 

available at the beginning of the earliest comparative period presented. “ 

 “Derecognize the underlying asset” 

 “Adjust the cost basis in the underlying asset that is derecognized at the beginning 

of the earliest comparative period presented by the amount of any recognised 

prepaid or accrued lease payments when the lease payments are uneven over the 

lease term.” 

The citations are taken from Deloitte (Deloitte, 2011a).  

In the full-retrospective approach no transitional reliefs are accepted.  

12.3. Interviews 
One of the interviewed persons explains that there is a risk for the lessors that the demand for 

shorter contracts increases. If the contracts get shorter that will lead to greater risk for the 

lessor and therefor a greater return will be demanded. 

The accounting model for the lessor according to the new lease standard is very complicated. 

It might be that this project will exclude lessor accounting, especially for real estate leases. The 
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complication is how a building will be divided up in to different components, while you know 

the value of a complete mall the different floors value might be unknown.  

In one interview it is mentioned that as a lessor does not work actively with adapting their 

business to the lease project but they do observe the progress. They already have discussions 

with lessees concerning the new standard and have the opinion that many do not know of the 

coming changes. A negative effect caused by the new lease accounting standard is the risk it 

adds indirectly. If a lessee want a shorter lease period, something they have seen a demand for 

already, the risk will be greater for the lessor. This greater risk might have the consequence 

that fewer buildings will be built due to that many real estate owners let their buildings to a 

certain extent before they start to build to lower the risk. If a building then have shorter leases 

it will be difficult to convince a board to do that investment and start constructing the building. 

All the payments done before the lease commencement will be added to the right-of-use 

asset, so this is not a way to avoid the lease accounting standard. 

According to one of the persons interviewed will the effects on the lessor foremost be indirect. 

This is due to that the lessee will have to adapt to the new lease standard and the lessor have 

to adapt to the need of its customer. The approach the lessors have to have in the future is 

openness and flexibility towards the construction of lease contracts.  

12.4. Analysis 
The fact that there will be exceptions in the new exposure draft and probably in the finished 

standard too makes it difficult to predict the implications of the new exposure draft for the 

lessor. On the other hand do the some decisions from the joint board meetings point towards 

that the new exposure draft will be much stricter than the first one and that implies that the 

exceptions will be few. 

The lessor will mainly be affected indirectly by the new lease standard. The lessor will take the 

first hit by the new standard and then act in a way that will affect them the least and this may 

cause implications for the lessor.  

The biggest effect for the lessors are, as mentioned under the interview section, that the 

demand for shorter leases increase. This increases the risk for the lessor and therefor a higher 

return is needed and the rental prices go up.  

The situation will therefor mainly depend on how the lessees will act due to the new lease 

standard and not directly on the standard. Some changes might happen concerning the lessor 

accounting because it was not long ago it was decided that the work with developing a new 

standard for the lessor would be a part of this project.  
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13. Other aspects  
This chapter displays aspects like how companies work with the lease project today and ways 

that could be solutions for companies that do not want their leases to end up in the balance 

sheet, at least not at a full extent. 

How are companies working with this issue today? 

One of the interviewed persons whose company have a lot of leasing in their business 

mentions that the issue with lease accounting is the biggest issue they have been working on 

since their conversion to IFRS that happened about ten years ago. So this is a topic that a lot of 

working hours is spent on in companies that use IFRS. The main focus lies on updating the 

lease database so that they can access the information needed later when the lease 

accounting project takes effect. The information should already today be published in a note in 

the balance sheet. This information should be more extensive now though according to the 

lease project and it is also mentioned that it is of great importance to keep track of every lease 

and have the information so it is easy to access. 

Discussions between different stakeholders in Sweden are held in an attempt to gather more 

knowledge. One respondent states that the texts in the lease project is complicated and 

sometimes have this person and other accounting experts reached different conclusions after 

reading IASB’s texts. So an open discussion between stakeholders is needed to try to 

understand the text correctly. 

In one of the interviews it was mentioned that the new lease standard already today are used 

by some lessees as an argument in negotiation while others have to be informed about the 

possible future changes.   

Non-listed companies in Sweden 

There is a risk that similar lease accounting guidelines will apply to unlisted companies as well 

according to another source. In the accounting project, K3, in Sweden it is not mentioned that 

the lease expenses should be brought up as a debt on the balance sheet but it is not 

impossible that it will in the future.   

Service solutions 

A solution mentioned by the respondents and a conclusion drawn from the literature review is 

that different service solutions will be likely to appear in the future. To provide a service that 

contains lease parts with smart solutions to avoid the right-of-use asset and also use the 

ambiguity surrounding the specific asset definition might have a future.  

These service packages could of course be prohibited by IASB’s interpretations of the 

definitions or even get covered by the standard that could change and be clearer to avoid this. 

But there are possibilities to create solutions like this according to today’s proposition of the 

new lease standard if the lease are made inseparable from the service agreement.    
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Adjustment of performance metrics 

One interviewed person mentions that key figures like the indebtedness will get higher due to 

the new lease project and it might be a solution to look at other key figures and make them 

more important. Some credit institutions have already implemented the factor caused by the 

new leasing standard.   

The changes in the key figures might affect the loan agreements with the banks and other 

financing forms might develop instead of leasing. 

The upside with the lease project is that it might bring a greater understanding both internally 

and externally for the value and complications of a company’s lease arrangements.  

The banking covenants companies have might have to be renegotiated due to changed 

amounts in debt. The covenants are conditions that the borrower has to meet to get the loan. 

The borrower is often heavily obligated through these covenants and they are conditions that 

determine how the business is run.   

According to the interviews the rating institutes already have adjusted for the lease project, 

the leases are included in their analyses. The less sophisticated stock brokers on the other 

hand do probably not have these factors in their analyses.  

Shorter contracts 

As mentioned before in this thesis, when the new lease standard has taken effect shorter 

contracts are likely to occur. It is the belief of many of the respondents in the interviews and it 

is the easiest way to cope with the new standard. This is also a solution that does not mean 

that a company would tie up capital in real estate that is not part of the core business. 

One of the interviewed persons claims that from a strict accounting point of view it would be 

beneficial to have shorter contracts but when running a business there are more factors that 

will work against this. The risk in having to leave the place a company operates in early might 

be more costly than having to add the longer leases on to the balance sheet.   

This thesis focuses on Sweden that has a good security of tenure but in other countries that 

does not have this risk in having short lease contracts might be far too big to even consider 

that solution. So due to this it might be possible that this solution could become common in 

Sweden due to the safety the lessee has due to Swedish law. It might also be a more common 

solution in the future when all effects and risks have been investigated.  

Shorter leases will cause greater risks in the building and for the lessors business and therefor 

this might lead to a higher rental price. It is likely that this will not apply to the whole market 

but only for the lessors that demand shorter leases. So there for an outcome of future lease 

negotiations than a direct effect on the market. 

This higher risk in some properties with shorter lease contracts could lead to that property 

developers need to give rental guarantees to assure future income for the buyer of the 

building. This will be a way to lower the risk and keep a high price for the property. The risk will 

still remain but the property developer will be the owner of it. 
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Owning the office 

IASB’s project with lease accounting will cost a lot of money for companies and it might have a 

big effect on the real estate market according to several interviewed sources. It is most likely 

that companies that can afford it will own their offices. For the companies that do not have the 

equity, shorter leases will be signed to minimize the effect of the lease accounting project.  

Many interviewed sources agree on that a way to get rid of some liabilities due to real estate 

leases is for companies to buy the real estate they have operations in and in that way get rid of 

their leases. 

Many companies will have a problem with binding a lot of capital in real estate. Companies 

have to spend a lot of money on something that is not their core business and that is not likely 

to happen according to a lot of the respondents in the interviews. 

A respondent states that a big problem with a company buying the office they have operation 

in is that they lose flexibility. Many businesses want flexibility when it comes to the locations 

they have operations in. This is because then they can adapt the offices to the operation’s 

needs. Also a factor that can limit the purchases of offices and other is that the current owners 

might not want to sell. A possibility is new buildings that real estate developer builds might not 

be bought by an investor that will let the building to someone else. Bigger companies that are 

just tenants today might order new buildings from the real estate developer and then continue 

owning it and have their business’s operation there.  

In the first exposure draft there was a proposal that meant that the lifespan of a contract 

should be based on how long the company is likely to stay in the building. If this becomes 

reality again it is very likely that buildings will be bought by the company that operates in them 

to avoid the severe consequences of this proposal. Problems will occur for companies that 

operate in smaller areas in buildings and due to this issue it can become a need for creative 

solutions like joint arrangements for example. There are many creative solutions out there 

today concerning tailoring lease contracts that are classified as operational when they should 

be financial so it is very likely that there will be creative solutions in the future too.     

According to one of the interviews it will probably be more common that companies that have 

operation in a building that physically is easy to separate and buy actually solve the problems 

with the leasing standard with buying their properties. The more complicated a separation will 

be in procedures like 3D-properties the more knowledge and resources are needed for 

operation that is outside of companies’ core business. Therefor it is not that likely that 

companies leasing office space will buy that space unless that space is a whole building. This 

will be more likely to occur in greater cities where companies’ headquarters are situated with 

a lot of people located in one and the same building. So in the perspective of this thesis, 

commercial real estate market, this is mainly Stockholm. 

Joint arrangements 

An interviewed person that has insight in the Joint solutions project explains that joint venture 

solutions might be a way for companies to solve the problems with lease liabilities to end up 

on the balance sheet. The new IFRS 11 - Joint arrangements was issued by IASB on 11th of May 
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2011 and will take effect the 1st of January 2013 (IASB, 2011d). The effect of the standard is 

that there will be two types of joint arrangements, joint ventures and joint operation.  

According to IASB’s definition, (IASB, 2011d), “A joint operation is a joint arrangement 

whereby the parties that have joint control of the arrangement have rights to the assets, and 

obligations for the liabilities, relating to the arrangement. Those parties are called joint 

operators.” The parties that enter joint operations will follow the accounting similarly to how it 

was followed in joint assets and joint operations today (PWC, 2011). 

As for joint ventures the definition according to IASB’s guidance, (IASB, 2011d), is “A joint 

venture is a joint arrangement whereby the parties that have joint control of the arrangement 

have rights to the net assets of the arrangement. Those parties are called joint ventures.” If the 

joint arrangement will be considered a joint venture the participants will have to use the 

equity accounting method (Rindstig, 2011).  

According to today’s accounting guidelines for joint ventures it will not be possible to go 

around the lease accounting framework but due to the changes in the joint venture framework 

there might be a future possibility. Today it makes a difference how the right-of-use asset has 

been acquired and a joint venture solution cannot change that. As long as an asset is 

considered to be a right-of-use asset it will end up on the balance sheet.  
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14. Analysis 
The service solutions explained in the previous chapter is a likely solution that could be used to 

avoid the purpose with the lease accounting project. At the same time would this solution 

work against the purpose of the lease accounting project and it is therefore likely that this will 

be made difficult due to interpretations. 

The example of the truck with or without a logo in chapter 6 shows the uncertainty in the 

proposed standard concerning services and this create an uncertainty among the users. In the 

long run this might cause a lack of credibility for the IFRS standard so a somewhat quick 

release of the next exposure draft is crucial and it should contain proper definitions. 

The different classifications seemed for a long time to be financial leases, non-financial leases 

and short-term leases. Late in the process of developing a lease standard a new classification 

called cancellable leases was created, this will apply for leases that can be cancellable on short 

notice from both lessee and lessor without any penalties. 

There will probably be attempts among lessees to find loopholes in the standard that can be 

used to avoid having to put the lease on the balance sheet. Some think that IASB will unable 

these attempts thru later standard interpretations while others think that there will be ways to 

avoid liabilities on the balance sheet. 

One of the most probable solution to make the effect on the balance sheet, caused by the 

lease contracts, as small as possible is to sign shorter leases. This will not affect the operation 

more than a more risky situation when the lease contract expires. Companies have to make an 

assessment between the risk of having to move more often and avoiding big amount of debt 

on the balance sheet caused by long lease contracts. 

This solution is the least complicated and also the solution that is sure to work even after 

interpretations by IASB to avoid loopholes in the standard. Very short leases are not likely to 

occur due to the risk in having to move often but the best solution will be found between 

often and keeping liabilities low. 

The solution where a company own the office they operate in could be a solution if the capital 

exists to make that possible. The effects of binding that capital is that it cannot be used in the 

core business and therefor it would be against the development in many firms, to concentrate 

the operation and capital spent on the core business. Therefor this solution is not likely to 

occur in the majority of listed companies. 

The performance metrics reflects a company’s situation and this is compared to the rest of the 

market. Interpretations of performance metrics will probably change when the markets 

situation concerning liabilities to make lease payments changes due to the new standard. This 

situation demands the analytics to have knowledge about the lease situation for different 

companies. If everyone has this knowledge the lease project causes no problem other than 

that the companies have to keep better track of their leases and account for them in clear way. 

The amount of liability to make lease payments will be different in different sectors, in the 

retail industry will this part be bigger than other less space needing sectors. This is a part of the 

knowledge the analytics have to gather. In an interview it is mentioned that some analytics 
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already have this knowledge but it is likely that the whole market have to have this knowledge 

for the performance metrics to adjust properly. 

The equity accounting method is interesting for real estate lessees that do not want the 

liability from a lease contract to end up on their balance sheet. If they enter a joint 

arrangement that is classified as a joint venture and the joint venture buy a building, they will 

only account for the share in the joint venture that they own.  If the new standard allow it and 

the joint arrangement is classified as a joint venture, companies that lease space for their 

operation today and have the money to enter a joint venture can do so and let the joint 

venture buy real estate. In these buildings they can rent the space needed from the joint 

venture and can due to that they control the joint venture have very short leases or in other 

ways goes around the lease accounting projects purpose. The leases can be so short that they 

are classified as short term leases and do not end up on the balance sheet as liabilities. This 

opens up solutions for companies that lease real estate and do not have the equity or 

resources to own a whole building just to get rid of the liability for the leases.  Joint venture 

solutions is most likely to occur with companies that has smaller operations spread over 

different locations such as stores spread over different locations of a city. 

It seems contradictory that the joint venture project opens up a way to bypass the lease 

accounting project. This solution will work against the purpose of the whole project with 

leases. This might be a way to bypass the lease standard but seems complicated and will 

probably therefor not be a common solution. The same applies to 3D-properties, the solution 

will cause a non-flexible solution for space to operate in and will also demand a management 

of these complicated property solutions. 

One effect of the new standard could be that companies that are not listed will have a more 

preferable situation. They do not have to use IFRS standard and can therefore have longer 

leases that will be preferred by the lessors due to the lack of them after the new standard have 

taken effect. At the same time is the K3 project, a Swedish accounting standard that is used for 

non-listed companies in Sweden, called the IFRS-light and it can be that the same will apply in 

K3 in the future. 

The impression from the interviews is that the knowledge is decent about the leasing project 

among listed companies but one interviewed person points to the opposite. Therefor it is 

difficult to draw a conclusion about the knowledge the Swedish commercial real estate market 

has about the leasing project. 

The whole market should be aware of the new standard and what effects it could have, even 

non-listed companies due to possible future changes in K3. It could be that the performance 

metrics is less important for non-listed companies that listed but will have effects on the 

solidity and debt to equity ratio that can create problems with finding financing solutions from 

banks for example. 

The reason for the lease project is to bring more transparency and clearness to the balance 

sheets but it also causes problems with new great amounts of debt that did not exist before. In 

the interviews a lot of respondents told that this project would mean that the operational 

business of companies would be affected by the accounting procedure. This is something that 
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is frowned upon by the respondents and it is not what accounting should do, it should give a 

correct picture of a company’s economy. The result will mainly be that there will be an inflated 

balance sheet so one way to describe the project is as a theoretical project with practical 

complications. 

At the same time are many respondents positive to the project, today every liability a company 

have has to be accounted for but not the operational leases. So the verdict of the lease project 

is positive but it depends a little bit on what decisions are made concerning some issues, like 

the lease period for example. 
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15. Summary and Conclusion 
There will be four different classifications for leases; financial leases, non-financial leases, 

short-term leases and cancellable leases  where the short-term leases is the only one that does 

not have to be accounted for and brought up on the balance sheet. The financial leases are 

defined by if the contract for leasing an object can be described by the right-of-use method, 

then it is a financial lease. The short-term leases will most probably not be a common lease 

classification for real estate because the risk of having to move often adds a risk to the 

company’s daily operation. The non-financial classifications will apply for when a lease does 

not meet the right-of-use method or the definition of a short-term lease. The cancellable 

leases were developed late in the process and the work is on-going to create a final version.  

One of the main issues in future lease accounting could be the boundaries between what a 

service is and what a lease is and the definition will be the factor deciding over this. Could a 

lease be packaged inside a service in a way that inseparable and therefor does not have to be 

accounted for? Also the issue with what a specific asset is and concerning the control of this 

will have an important role. 

The sale-and-leaseback transactions could become less attractive due to the new lease 

standard and therefor a big reason for this type of transaction disappears. The fact still 

remains that the procedure will still free up capital that was tied up in the companies’ owned 

properties and that is a factor that still justifies sale-and-leaseback transactions. But the 

transaction will no longer cause other advantages as it did before.     

The retail trade business is going to get affected the most by the new leasing standard due to 

large amount of lease contracts. These are the companies that seem to work the most with 

these issues and it is therefore likely that they contain the most knowledge. In the work of 

getting affected as little as possible it is likely that the retail trade companies will lead the way 

due to that their demand will be high for such a solution. 

The lessor will mainly get affected indirectly by the new lease standard, it depends on how the 

lessee’s deals with the new standard. It is uncertain if the finished lease project will contain 

guidelines for the lessors or if this will be treated by a separate project. Indications of that the 

lessors do not work actively with the issue but more observe the progress has been noticed. 

The biggest change the lessors will see is probably a higher demand for shorter leases that will 

add risk to their business.  

There is a possibility that there will be a threshold effect in the beginning when the standard is 

new. In the beginning there will be a search for a way to find loopholes and minimize the 

effect of the new standard. After a while attempts might be done to find ways around it. After 

some more time the effect might just be that the performance metrics adjusts to the new 

situation and everything else is equal.      

Some parts of the Swedish commercial real estate market have a lack of knowledge of the 

project according to some interviewed persons. The effect of this could be a surprise when the 

lease accounting standard takes effect. Most of the bigger companies that are listed have the 

knowledge but the non-listed companies that have to obey the K3 standard might get an 

unpleasant surprise in the future if that standard changes to correspond more to the IFRS. 
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The verdict of the lease accounting project is that it is positive. Today every liability a company 

has, have to be accounted for except the operational leases so a change is needed. But the 

new standard has to be carefully created because the effects could cause future problems.    

What it all comes down to in the end concerning the effects of the lease accounting standard is 

if the management of the listed companies in Sweden will find the effects of the new standard 

as a reason for changing their daily operation. Is it feasible to avoid the leases ending up on the 

balance sheet or is it more feasible to accept weaker performance metrics. Easy solutions like 

shorter leases can be expected but more complicated ones like service package solutions still 

remains uncertain if they will become a reality. 
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Appendix 1, Interview-questions for phone interviews 
 

 How does your company work with the lease accounting issue? 

 What will happen with the contract lengths? 

 Are there loopholes in the proposed standard when it comes to classifying leases as 

services?   

 How will the purchase options be treated in the future?  

 What will happen to Sale-and-leaseback transactions?  

 Will non-listed companies have an advantage due to that they don’t have to use the 

new IFRS lease standard?   

 What will the consequences be for the lessor? 

 What will the consequences be for the lessee? 

 Which are the biggest risks in the new lease accounting project? 

 Which are the biggest opportunities in the new lease accounting project? 

 Are there any possible solutions to go around the new lease standard?  

 What are your conclusions drawn from the new lease project so far? 

 Is it positive or negative that IASB and FASB are working with a new lease accounting 

standard? 

 Do you have any other thoughts on the subject? 

 


